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CapsCanada Partners with Dolphins Cancer Challenge for Second Annual
Celebrity Golf Tournament

Davie, FL – CapsCanada today has partnered with the Dolphins Cancer Challenge (DCC) for the second annual
DCC Celebrity Golf Tournament. The event will be held on Friday, April 21 at Turnberry Isle Miami's two 18-hole
championship courses and will oﬀer cancer ﬁghters a chance to golf and interact with athletes and other
celebrity guests. Funds raised from the golf tournament will beneﬁt Sylvester Comprehensive Cancer Center at
the University of Miami.
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About CapsCanada
CapsCanada is an industry leader in the producPon of high-quality empty hard gelaPn and vegetable capsules,
including K-Caps® (HPMC), AR-Caps®, GelaPn Capsules, LQ-Caps® and FlavoredCapsules™. CapsCanada oﬀers
state-of-the-art manufacturing capabiliPes, technological innovaPon and an unwavering commitment to client
saPsfacPon. Every capsule ensures the highest pharmaceuPcal compliance for safety, reliability and
eﬀecPveness. CapsCanada oﬀers superior capabiliPes for capsule customizaPon with cu\ng-edge imprinPng and
coloraPon opPons.
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Flexible, state-of-the-art manufacturing faciliPes, highly skilled and knowledgeable workforce and a strong
emphasis on regulatory compliance has contributed to the overall success of CapsCanada for more than 30
years. With a reliable distribuPon network covering more than 60 countries, CapsCanada has helped companies
achieve their preclinical, clinical and commercial manufacturing goals. Fast delivery Pmes oﬀer fast-track
development, accelerated scale up and a consistent commercial supply for the product life cycle.
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About Dolphins Cancer Challenge
The Dolphins Cancer Challenge (DCC) was founded in 2010 by the Miami Dolphins organizaPon as the signature
iniPaPve of the FoundaPon’s health pillar. The DCC’s mission is to improve people’s lives through ﬁnancial
support for innovaPve cancer research at South Florida’s only academic-based cancer center – Sylvester
Comprehensive Cancer Center at the University of Miami. Since its incepPon, the DCC has raised more than $16
million, donaPng 100 percent of parPcipant-raised funds to Sylvester. For addiPonal informaPon, call (305)
943-6799 or visit www. DolphinsCancerChallenge.com. DCC can be found on Facebook at facebook.com/
RideDCC and on Twiier at @TackleCancer.
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CONTACT:

Theresa Manahan, Dolphins CommunicaPons, tmanahan@dolphins.com (904) 838-7160
Sydney Wade, Dolphins CommunicaPons, swade@dolphins.com (305) 720-5131

